
Tips for Healthy Sleep
Habits that can improve your sleep health:
 1.  Be consistent. Go to bed at the same time each night and get up at the same time each morning,   
    including on the weekends.
 2. Make sure your bedroom is quiet, dark, relaxing, and at a comfortable temperature - cool is best.
 3. Remove electronic devices, such as TVs, computers, and smartphones, from the bedroom or turn off 
    1 to 2 hours before bedtime.
 4. Avoid large meals, caffeine, and alcohol before bedtime
 5. Avoid tobacco/nicotine
 6. Get some exercise. Being physically active during the day can help you fall asleep more easily at night.
 
 
Think about:
Setting a regular bedtime
Your body craves consistency, you are more likely to get enough sleep if you schedule it like your other
important tasks.
 
 De-caffeinate yourself
Drinking caffeine to stay awake during the day can keep you up at night. Try eliminating caffeine six to
eight hours before bed.
 
 De-stressing yourself
Relax by taking an Epsom salt bath, hot shower, or envisioning a soothing scene while lying in bed. Turn off
daytime worries by finishing any next-day preparations about an hour before bed. 
 
 Exercise
Working out during the day can improve sleep in many ways. Do not work out right before bed as exercise
may make you more alert. If you like, try gentle upper-body stretches to help transition to sleep.
 
Make your bed a sleep haven
Before going to bed, write your next day to do list down on paper so your mind can settle. If feeling
restless, try reading for 15-20 minutes before bed. Limit your screen time before going to bed and keep
screens off once in bed. A dark and cool temperature room is optimal for great sleep.
   
Meditate or breathing exercises
Directly before going to bed take 5 to 10 minutes to meditate or do some deep breathing exercises.
Consciously listening to your breath brings your attention inward and calms the mind.
 
Keeping a log of your sleep patterns can help you understand your habits and how to obtain better
sleep. The body requires deep sleep to heal and restore itself. 
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